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What is your hospital and/or health system’s strategy to adjust your population 
health management approach/community health improvement plan after a 
hospital closure within a 10 mile radius of your service area?

Key Focus Areas:

❖ Access to emergency care
❖ Access to primary care
❖ Access to specialty care
❖ Vulnerable Populations

• Uninsured
• Underinsured

❖ Systemic work shortages
• Difficulty recruiting and retaining providers

❖ Economic Impact
• Job losses
• Attracting other employers

❖ Transportation Options
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“Health insurance is not really about insuring your health. It’s about insuring you 
from the negative financial consequences of potential health problems, particularly 
those that require hospitalization” (Notowidigdo).

Does your hospital/health system’s multi-factor system approach address 
the broader expenses beyond health insurance? 

For example, approaches may include strategies that assist those patients 
who lack short-term disability insurance or lost earnings to deal with long 
recoveries or inability to return to work easily.

https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/even-for-the-insured-a-hospital-stay-has-surprising-costs
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THE PATH FORWARD
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MULTI-SECTOR COLLOBARATION

What is one of the most challenging areas 
that hinders our CHNAs, CHAs and CHIPs 
from achieving the desired outcome(s)?
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WHERE TO BEGIN AGAIN? WHO TO CALL NOW?

WHAT APPROACH REQUIRES UPDATING?

ARE WE REALLY READY TO IMPLEMENT? 

WHO SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE COLLABORATION?

WHERE WAS THE COMMUNITY REPRESENTATION?

DID THE TEAM INCLUDE ALL THE KEY MEMBERS
WITHIN THE HEALTH SYSTEM?

WILL NEW LEARNING BE 
SHARED AMONG THE TEAM?

WHY ARE WE NOT
ACHIEVING THE DESIRED
OUTCOMES/IMPACT?
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

Are we attending these meetings as a team so that
learning levels are improving at the same time? 

Will new learning be shared in real-time among the team 
when we return to the institution? 

Getting 
communities to 
adopt collaborative 
changes when 
different people 
learn about 
promising ideas in 
isolation.
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

 Boldest ideas needed to improve community health require “all 
hands on deck” to achieve the desired outcome (s):

❑ Cultivating trust among all the key stakeholders and partners

❑ Attendance to different styles of learning among the team 
members

❑ Continuous evaluation and reporting of outcomes

❑ Attend educational meetings as a team so that learning levels are 
improving at the same time – Leave no team member behind

❑ Need for resources for change

❑ Ensure team members with experience of multidisciplinary work 
are participating

❑ Understand and eliminate professional barriers to collaboration

❑ Importance of agreed aims, agendas and project ownership

❑ Importance of supportive leadership

❖ Presence of the health system’s CFO is crucial

Getting communities 
to adopt 
collaborative 
changes when 
different people 
learn about 
promising ideas in 
isolation.
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

Challenges of 
upstreamism are 
daunting to health care 
professionals, 
community health 
professionals, policy 
makers, and many 
others if they’re faced in 
isolation
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION ❑ Thinking upstream means 

making smarter decisions 
— based on long-term 
thinking (Meili)

❑ Look beyond health care 
to what really makes your 
community ill or well 
(Meili)

❑ Combat unhealthy social 
and cultural influences 
that exist outside — or 
upstream — of health 
facilities

Challenges of 
upstreamism are 
daunting to health care 
professionals, 
community health 
professionals, policy 
makers, and many 
others if they’re faced in 
isolation

http://www.thinkupstream.net/upstream_talking_differently_about_health
http://www.thinkupstream.net/upstream_talking_differently_about_health
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MULTI-SECTOR COLLOBARATION

Are mono-therapies, new drugs, innovative 
medical devices, or isolated interventions the 
path forward to improve the community’s 
health?
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

What Happened When Finland’s Unhealthiest 
Town Went on a Diet

“When North Karelian residents discovered that their population 
was distinguished by health problems, they became indignant.” 
(Buettner)

Shifting research and 
evaluation to system-
oriented approaches
will be the path 
forward utilizing a 
multi-sector 
collaborative model.

https://www.bluezones.com/2018/05/finlands-unhealthiest-town-went-on-diet/
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

What Happened When Finland’s Unhealthiest 
Town Went on a Diet

The Impressive Results from the 5-Year North Karelia Project (Buettner)

By the end of the five-year project they were seeing impressive results:

1. North Karelia reduced the heart attack death rate among middle-
aged men by 25%.

3. Mortality from all cancers dropped by 10%.

Shifting research and 
evaluation to system-
oriented approaches
will be the path 
forward utilizing a 
multi-sector 
collaborative model.

Goal: To radically change lifestyles

2. Lung cancer deaths in the same group fell by 10%, 
largely because of a dramatic reduction in smoking.

https://www.bluezones.com/2018/05/finlands-unhealthiest-town-went-on-diet/
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

North Karelia Project

•Best way to spark cultural 
change was from the bottom up 

• Face-to-face communication

•Work towards common interest

• Tackled the health problems 
from many different directions

What Happened When Finland’s Unhealthiest 
Town Went on a Diet

The Impressive Results from the 33-Year North Karelia Project (Buettner)

❖ By the 2002, North 
Karelia Project observed 
a 82% decreased in CHD 
among males aged 35-
64.

❖ Life expectancy of 
Finnish males in general 
has jumped by nearly 
ten years in these last 
three decades.

https://www.bluezones.com/2018/05/finlands-unhealthiest-town-went-on-diet/
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

Lessons Learned from the
North Karelia Project (Buettner)

• Think Operating System, Not Program

• Work with Local Health Systems

• Push, Push, Push

• Find a Charismatic Leader

• Community Ownership

• Bottom Up, Top Down

• Start Small, Go Big

• Measure, Measure, Measure

https://www.bluezones.com/2018/05/finlands-unhealthiest-town-went-on-diet/
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MULTI-SECTOR COLLOBARATION

-Are traditional measures (e.g., the occurrence 

of disease, disability, injury, and death rates)

adequate to determine, investigate, track, 
and act on those aspects of health (the state 

of physical, mental, and social well-being) that are 
becoming increasingly influential as ways in 
which communities think about health?

-Should a measure of population health 
have certain characteristics to ensure its 
usefulness?

Significance of data beyond traditional metrics
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MULTI-SECTOR COLLOBARATION

❖ Shift toward measures 
of health— the state of 
physical, mental, and 
social well-being 
articulated by WHO in 
1946 

Expanding the repertoire of measures of health is a critical step in targeting 
attention and resources to improve the community’s health
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MULTI-SECTOR COLLOBARATION

Does your hospital/health system’s multi-factor 
system approaches address health inequities 
such as increasing the racial diversity in 
medicine? 

Focus Area: Health Equity
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Access to STEM Education and Training

STEM “deserts” defined as “school communities without access to rigorous 

and engaging math and science courses” are a reality for many 

underrepresented youth across Illinois.

A Pipeline for Medical and Other Health Professions

For more than 36 years CPASS has maintained a pipeline for 

underrepresented youth interested in health careers. 

Developing a STEM-Educated Workforce

CPASS recognizes that STEM education develops transferable skills that 

support professional growth and development in youth.
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“The number of Black men in 
medical schools has decreased. 
For example, only 515 Black or 
African American men 
matriculated to medical school 
in 2014 compared with 542 in 
1978” (National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine, 2018).

Former Path/Focus Prior To 2017

https://doi.org/10.17226/25130
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“The number of Black men in 
medical schools has decreased. 
For example, only 515 Black or 
African American men 
matriculated to medical school 
in 2014 compared with 542 in 
1978” (National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine, 2018).

Path/Focus Forward Starting 2018

https://doi.org/10.17226/25130
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“The number of Black men in 
medical schools has decreased. 
For example, only 515 Black or 
African American men 
matriculated to medical school 
in 2014 compared with 542 in 
1978” (National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine, 2018).

Strategic Partnerships

https://doi.org/10.17226/25130
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THE PATH FORWARD
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MULTI-SECTOR 
COLLOBARATION

No way to reduce 
health care costs, 
reduce disparities, and 
improve outcomes 
without functional 
linkages between 
clinical care and 
community-based 
health & wellness 
programs. Edward Ehlinger

http://www.astho.org/Annual-Meeting-2016/Presentations/2016-Presidents-Challenge-Part-1-Policy-Implementation/
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THANK YOU


